GET STARTED

B A S I N  S T A N D
For Comfortel Washlounges

The pedestal basin stand features a tilt and slide mechanism to quickly adjust for all client heights.

Width: 330mm
Length: 520mm
Basin Height: 900mm

All measurements are in MM.
GENERAL SAFETY
1. Read carefully and keep these instructions in a safe place.
2. Use this product only for its intended function and do not use attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.
3. Do not use outdoors.

PLUMBING
1. This unit must be installed by a licensed plumber.

IMPORTANT
ALL PLUMBING MUST BE COMPLETED BY A LICENSED PLUMBER

IMPORTANT
DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN AROUND THE WASHLOUNGE WHEN IN USE

POSITIONING

DIAGRAM A

DIAGRAM B
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660mm

290mm

650mm

If washing from rear to stand, add extra distance of 420mm from wall.
All measurements are in MM.

PLUMBING ACCESS OPTIONS
Determine the best way to connect plumbing for your washlounge.

OPTION 1: PLUMBING
From behind the basin stand connect plumbing to the wall. From the back of the stand, plumbing can be installed from a maximum height of 400mm from the floor.

OPTION 2: PLUMBING
From under the basin stand connect plumbing to the floor.
BEFORE INSTALLING YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Allow for the necessary room around the unit for free movement.
- If installing against a wall, a minimum distance of 80mm between wall and bottom back of stand is required to allow free backward movement of basin.
- If plumbing location is in wall (see Diagram A), drill a hole in rear wall of stand. For neatness of finish it is preferable to bring water and waste into the stand in the same hole.
- If plumbing location is on floor (see Diagram A), place stand over.

STAND ASSEMBLY

1. Position stand as required. If plumbing location is in wall drill hole in rear of stand; if plumbing location is on the floor place stand over. (P trap not supplied).
2. Basin stand MUST be secured to the floor. Use middle lugs (Fasteners not supplied). Rear Access Panel may be removed to facilitate access.

BASIN ASSEMBLY

3. Install Flick Mixer using O-ring, plastic and metal washers & (Long Nut) and Shower Head using the Showerhose Basin Collar, O-ring, Foam Washer & Plastic Nut as indicated.
4. Place Flick Mixer and Shower Head Hoses through the holes in the Vinyl Strap.
5. Connect Flexible Waste Pipe to Plug and Waste which is already installed making use of the Flat Seal and fitted Flange.

STAND-BASIN ASSEMBLY PLUMBING CONNECTION

6. Connect Flexible Waste Pipe to P trap (not supplied) making use of Seal and Flange.
7. Using four screws found on top of Stand, fix assembled Basin to stand making use of holes at end of rail channels.
8. Connect hot and cold (½” connection) water braided hoses to respective supplies.
9. Connect Basin Spring which is already connected to the tilt and slide plate to the hole in the stand at the top left corner. (See insert)
10. Place both ends of Vinyl Cover into the slots provided on front and back of Stand.
11. Please attach Comfortneck to the basin.
12. Fit Shampoo Tray (optional extra) to the side of your choice.

BASIN ASSEMBLY

1. Flick Mixer
2. Showerhead
3. Showerhose basin collar
4. Comfortneck
5. Foam washers
6. Plastic nut
7. Showerhead hose
8. Flat seal
9. Fitted flange
10. Flexible waste pipe
11. Flange
12. Seal
13. Stand
14. P trap (not supplied)
15. Middle lugs
16. Rear Access Panel
17. Shampoo tray (optional extra)
18. Vinyl strap
19. Long nut
20. Plastic washers
21. Metal washers
22. O-ring
23. Basin Spring
The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by Comfortel Furniture Pty Ltd. Comfortel Furniture Pty Ltd. assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this document nor does it make expressed or implied warranty of any kind with regard to this material, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Comfortel Furniture Pty Ltd. shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages in connection with or arising out of the use of this document and the program material.

Please view our online video on how to change a showerhead:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3stWF7882EA

A periodic inspection of all components and fasteners should be made to ensure that your Comfortel product is structurally intact and functioning properly. Damaged and broken parts should be replaced and loose fasteners tightened. All maintenance to be carried out by a suitably qualified tradesperson.

For more information about our terms and conditions including warranty, please refer to our website.